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ABSTRACT
Galaxies are surrounded by massive gas reservoirs (i.e. the circumgalactic medium;
CGM) which play a key role in their evolution. The properties of the CGM, which
are dependent on a variety of internal and environmental factors, are often inferred
from absorption line surveys which rely on a limited number of single lines-of-sight.
In this work we present an analysis of 28 galaxy haloes selected from the Auriga
project, a cosmological magneto-hydrodynamical zoom-in simulation suite of isolated
Milky Way-mass galaxies, to understand the impact of CGM diversity on observa-
tional studies. Although the Auriga haloes are selected to populate a narrow range
in halo mass, our work demonstrates that the CGM of L? galaxies is extremely di-
verse: column densities of commonly observed species span ∼ 3 − 4 dex and their
covering fractions range from ∼ 5 to 90 per cent. Despite this diversity, we identify
the following correlations: 1) the covering fractions (CF) of hydrogen and metals of
the Auriga haloes positively correlate with stellar mass, 2) the CF of H i, C iv, and
Si ii anticorrelate with active galactic nucleus luminosity due to ionization effects, and
3) the CF of H i, C iv, and Si ii positively correlate with galaxy disc fraction due to
outflows populating the CGM with cool and dense gas. The Auriga sample demon-
strates striking diversity within the CGM of L? galaxies, which poses a challenge for
observations reconstructing CGM characteristics from limited samples, and also indi-
cates that long-term merger assembly history and recent star formation are not the
dominant sculptors of the CGM.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The presence of an extended gas reservoir around galax-
ies is a fundamental prediction of the current paradigm of
structure formation (White & Rees 1978). This gas reservoir,
commonly referred to as the circumgalactic medium (CGM),
arises as a natural consequence of gas collapse and acts as a
liaison between a galaxy’s interstellar medium (ISM) and the
large-scale structure. The existence of extended galactic gas
haloes is borne out by a plethora of observations. Early stud-
? E-mail: mhani@uvic.ca
† Vanier Scholar
ies of the CGM relied on serendipitous absorption in quasar
spectra which was ascribed to foreground galaxies and their
respective extended haloes (e.g. Bergeron 1986; Bergeron &
Boisse´ 1991; Lanzetta et al. 1995; Tripp et al. 2000; Chen
et al. 2001). Recent studies of the CGM have placed our un-
derstanding on a more solid statistical and physical footing
by studying statistically meaningful galaxy samples and sys-
tematically relating the CGM properties to the host galaxy
properties (e.g. Cooksey et al. 2010; Prochaska et al. 2011;
Tumlinson et al. 2013; Liang & Chen 2014; Lehner et al.
2015). Contemporary CGM studies have thus demonstrated
the ubiquitous nature of the CGM (e.g. Thom et al. 2012;
Werk et al. 2013; Bordoloi et al. 2014b; Prochaska et al.
© 2019 The Authors
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2017). Nonetheless, the observed CGM properties show a
strong dependence on some galaxy properties such as stel-
lar mass (Tumlinson et al. 2011; Bordoloi et al. 2014b),
colour (Borthakur et al. 2016), black hole activity (Berg
et al. 2018), star formation activity (Tumlinson et al. 2011;
Borthakur et al. 2013; Heckman et al. 2017; Prochaska et al.
2017), and environment (Pointon et al. 2017; Nielsen et al.
2018). For a review of the CGM, see Putman et al. (2012),
and Tumlinson et al. (2017).
Observational surveys imply that the CGM consists
of a massive, metal-enriched, and clumpy multiphase gas
reservoir with a declining density profile extending well be-
yond the virial radius of the host galaxy (e.g. Werk et al.
2013, 2014; Lehner et al. 2014; Liang & Chen 2014; Lehner
et al. 2015; Prochaska et al. 2017). The current picture
of the CGM invokes a clumpy multiphase medium where
cool/warm (T ∼ 104−5K) and dense gas clumps are em-
bedded within a hot (T ∼ 106K) and diffuse medium (e.g.
Heitsch & Putman 2009; Armillotta et al. 2017; Bordoloi
et al. 2017). The clumpy multiphase nature of the CGM
is evident through the distinct observable ionization states:
The cool dense clumps provide a suitable environment where
the low ionization species can survive (e.g. H i, Mg ii, Si ii,
Si iii, Si iv, C iv) while the hot diffuse medium hosts the
highly ionized species (e.g. Ovi, Ovii). Additional evidence
for a clumpy multiphase CGM arises from the analysis of
quasar absorption line profiles (e.g. Stern et al. 2016; Werk
et al. 2016) where gas clumps in the CGM contribute to the
total absorption along a given line of sight whilst leaving a
strong kinematic imprint on the absorption line profiles.
Observational surveys targeting the CGM of L? galax-
ies infer a CGM gas mass comparable to the mass of the
ISM (e.g. Chen et al. 2010; Tumlinson et al. 2011; Werk
et al. 2014; Prochaska et al. 2017), and report a positive
correlation between CGM gas properties and properties of
the ISM (Borthakur et al. 2015), suggesting a common evo-
lution for both the ISM and the CGM. Additionally, studies
focusing on the metal content of the CGM report a signif-
icant metal content (e.g. Werk et al. 2013; Peeples et al.
2014). For example, Peeples et al. (2014) showed that, for
L? galaxies, a significant fraction of the metal budget resides
in the CGM. The CGM’s sizeable metal content is evident
when examining CGM metallicities which may extend to su-
persolar metallicities (Prochaska et al. 2017): ∼ 25% of the
COS-Haloes sight lines exhibit metallicities which exceed the
solar value.
The Milky Way provides a complementary approach
to the large observational surveys that target the CGM of
galaxy populations in a statistical fashion. Surveys of the
Milky Way’s CGM are often equipped with multiwavelength
observations and a large number of lines-of-sight (e.g. Put-
man et al. 2012; Fox et al. 2015; Richter et al. 2017). Sim-
ilar to other L? galaxies, the Milky Way hosts a massive,
extended, multiphase, and structurally/kinematically com-
plex CGM (e.g. Gupta et al. 2012; Putman et al. 2012; Moss
et al. 2017; Richter et al. 2017; Werk et al. 2019; Zheng et al.
2019). Observations of the Galactic CGM infer a large cover-
ing fraction of gas thus indicating an extended and massive
gas reservoir (Gupta et al. 2012; Richter et al. 2017; Zheng
et al. 2019). The Galactic CGM also shows kinematically
distinct features in H i (e.g. Moss et al. 2017) and low ion-
ization species (e.g. Richter et al. 2017; Werk et al. 2019)
along different lines-of-sight which is indicative of a clumpy,
multiphase medium. Whereas, the high-ionization (i.e. Ovi)
gas is more uniform on larger scales (Werk et al. 2019).
Numerical simulations of galaxy formation and evolu-
tion provide a complementary view to the results from ob-
servations. A particular strength of numerical simulations
is that they provide an environment to study the evolu-
tion of the CGM and the feedback processes shaping its
structure, ionization, and metallicity (e.g. Hummels et al.
2013; Bird et al. 2016; Christensen et al. 2016; Oppenheimer
et al. 2016; Nelson et al. 2018). Simulated CGM properties
show many remarkable similarities to those observed. For ex-
ample, recent cosmological hydrodynamical simulations re-
produce the observed extended galactic gas haloes with a
sizeable, metal-enriched, and multiphase gas reservoir (e.g.
Stinson et al. 2012; Ford et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2013; Nelson
et al. 2016; Suresh et al. 2017; Machado et al. 2018). Ad-
ditionally, numerical simulations demonstrate the redshift
evolution of the CGM and its structure (e.g. Shen et al.
2012; van de Voort et al. 2012; Ford et al. 2014; Muratov
et al. 2015; Christensen et al. 2016; Corlies & Schiminovich
2016). The observed bimodality in the Ovi column densities
and covering fractions between star forming and quenched
galaxies has also been addressed by different numerical sim-
ulations (e.g. Suresh et al. 2015; Oppenheimer et al. 2016;
Nelson et al. 2018).
Various numerical works have emphasized the impor-
tance of galactic outflows for populating the CGM with met-
als out to large radii and driving some of the commonly ob-
served CGM properties (e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2006;
Hummels et al. 2013; Suresh et al. 2015; Bird et al. 2016;
Hani et al. 2018). For example, numerical simulations have
demonstrated the vital role of outflows driven by supernova
feedback at populating the CGM with metals: Metal-rich
winds launched by supernovae (SN) deposit metals in the
CGM, thus giving rise to the high metallicities reported by
observations (e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2006; Hummels
et al. 2013; Ford et al. 2014; Bird et al. 2016). In addition to
being strong drivers of outflows (e.g. Suresh et al. 2015; Nel-
son et al. 2018), feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN)
has a profound effect on the ionization structure of the CGM
through an aggressive radiation field which keeps the CGM
out of ionization equilibrium (e.g. Oppenheimer & Schaye
2013; Segers et al. 2017; Oppenheimer et al. 2018c,b). Ad-
ditionally, the CGM is shaped by small-scale physical pro-
cesses (e.g. turbulent and conductive mixing) which have
significant effects on the CGM’s large-scale structure; sim-
ulations modelling the CGM or clouds of gas at high reso-
lution particularly underline the effects of resolution on the
CGM and its neutral gas content in cosmological (e.g. Cor-
lies et al. 2018; Peeples et al. 2019; Suresh et al. 2019; van de
Voort et al. 2019) as well as idealized settings (e.g. Scanna-
pieco & Bru¨ggen 2015; Armillotta et al. 2017; Forbes & Lin
2018; McCourt et al. 2018; Schneider et al. 2018; Sparre et al.
2019). Furthermore, simulated galaxy interactions stress the
long lasting effects an interaction can have on the CGM
metal content and temperature/ionization (e.g. Cox et al.
2006b; Hani et al. 2018).
The framework in which the CGM is driven by feedback
processes on a galactic scale (i.e. AGN and SN feedback)
is reflected by the ubiquitous observations of outflows and
their effects on the CGM kinematics, densities, and ioniza-
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tion. Observational studies show that vigorous outflows aris-
ing from enhanced star formation (e.g. Martin 2005; Rupke
et al. 2005a; Strickland & Heckman 2009) or AGN activity
(e.g. Rupke et al. 2005b; Zschaechner et al. 2016; Woo et al.
2017) can populate the CGM with metals and alter its den-
sity structure, thus giving rise to the observed multiphase
absorbers (e.g. Borthakur et al. 2013; Bird et al. 2015; Heck-
man & Borthakur 2016; Bordoloi et al. 2017; Heckman et al.
2017). Consequently, starburst galaxies and AGN hosts show
different CGM properties when compared to their non-active
counterparts (Heckman et al. 2017; Berg et al. 2018). The
effects of outflows have also been demonstrated by studies
focusing on the CGM where low ionization species exhibit
an azimuthal dependence in disc-dominated galaxies (e.g.
Bordoloi et al. 2011; Nielsen et al. 2017). The Milky Way’s
CGM provides a local illustration of outflows and their influ-
ence on the CGM. For example, the Fermi Bubbles are the
γ-ray (Su et al. 2010) signature of a biconical outflow origi-
nating at the centre of the Galaxy where hot gas sweeps the
cool gas into the flow (i.e. Keeney et al. 2006; Zech et al.
2008; Fox et al. 2015). In addition to the effects of galactic
feedback, a galaxy’s environment drives changes in the CGM
structure, for example the CGM of galaxies in group envi-
ronments exhibits distinct kinematics (Pointon et al. 2017;
Nielsen et al. 2018) and covering fractions (e.g. Johnson
et al. 2015; Burchett et al. 2016).
Taken together, observations and simulations show that
whilst the presence of a CGM is very common, in its details,
these galactic gas reservoirs are both complex and sensitive
to a number of structural (e.g. total stellar or halo mass,
and morphology), internal (star formation and nuclear ac-
tivity), and environmental (clustering and merging) prop-
erties. However, many of these properties are interrelated.
For example, high-mass galaxies tend to have more bulge-
dominated morphologies, more massive central black super-
massive black holes (and more frequent AGN activity), and
higher star formation rates. Empirical studies of the CGM
are usually reliant on single lines of sight that cannot capture
the diversity of the CGM within a given galaxy. Therefore,
numerical simulations can provide a valuable tool to quan-
tify the impact of this diversity and the effects of limited
observational samples.
In the work presented here, we study the properties of
the CGM in a set of simulations designed to yield z = 0
Milky Way-mass galaxies (hereafter referred to as L? galax-
ies). These simulated galaxies therefore all have a consis-
tent endproduct –galaxies similar to the Milky Way– but
they show significant variation in the rest of their proper-
ties, such as morphology (i.e. Grand et al. 2016; Marinacci
et al. 2017), star formation rate and AGN luminosity. The
goal of this work is therefore twofold: first to quantify the
diversity of line-of-sight column densities through a given
L?-like halo, and second, to study how CGM properties cor-
relate with the host properties and therefore identify the
mechanisms responsible for shaping the CGM. This paper is
structured as follows: in section 2 we describe the numerical
model, the halo selection method, and the ionization analy-
sis. We then present the results of the simulations in section
3 highlighting the major correlations between the host prop-
erties and the CGM ionization and metal content. In section
4 we discuss the implications of the diversity in the CGM
on observational survey results. Lastly, section 5 summarizes
the conclusions of this work.
2 METHODS
The work presented here aims to understand the processes
responsible for shaping the CGM of z = 0, Milky Way-mass
galaxies. We use cosmological zoom-in simulations that pro-
vide a self-consistent cosmological framework to study the
CGM while allowing for superior spatial and mass resolu-
tions when compared to large-box cosmological simulations.
The simulations used in this study are part of the Auriga
simulation suite (Grand et al. 2017). The simulated galax-
ies reproduce several observable properties – such as disc
galaxies with appropriate stellar masses, stellar disc sizes,
rotation curves, star formation rates, and metallicities (see
Grand et al. 2017) – which makes the Auriga suite ideal
to study the CGM of Milky Way-mass galaxies in the local
universe.
2.1 The Auriga simulation suite and halo selection
The original Auriga simulation suite consists of 401
magneto-hydrodynamical, cosmological zoom-in simulations
of L? haloes (Milky Way-like in halo mass) in isolated en-
vironments. The galaxies are simulated using the quasi-
Lagrangian moving-mesh code arepo (Springel 2010; Pak-
mor et al. 2016) with dark matter resolution elements of
mass Mdm ∼ 3 × 105M, and a gas mass resolution of
Mgas ∼ 5 × 104M (i.e. resolution level 4 as defined by
Grand et al. 2017). The Auriga project adopts a ΛCDM
cosmology where Ωm = 0.307, Ωb = 0.048, ΩΛ = 0.693, and
H0 = 67.77 km s−1Mpc−1.
The Auriga simulation suite employs a comprehensive
galaxy formation model (Grand et al. 2017) which is based
on the physical model in the Illustris project (Vogelsberger
et al. 2013) and the modifications of Marinacci et al. (2014).
The model is described in detail in Grand et al. (2017). Here,
we present a summary of the galaxy formation model which
includes:
(i) an effective equation of state describing a multiphase
ISM in pressure equilibrium (Springel & Hernquist 2003),
(ii) a star formation model and associated stellar feed-
back in the form of a phenomenological wind model, as well
as metal enrichment from asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
stars, SN type Ia, and SN II (Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Mari-
nacci et al. 2014; Grand et al. 2017),
(iii) a model accounting for black hole (BH) seeding,
growth, and associated feedback from AGN in radio and
quasar modes (Springel et al. 2005; Vogelsberger et al. 2013;
Marinacci et al. 2014; Grand et al. 2017) using the scaling
of Nulsen & Fabian (2000),
(iv) gas cooling via primordial channels alongside metal-
line cooling (Vogelsberger et al. 2013),
(v) gas heating from a spatially uniform, redshift-
dependent ultraviolet background (UVB; Faucher-Gigue`re
1 Ten haloes have been added to the original 30 since the suite
was introduced in Grand et al. (2017)
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Figure 1. A summary of the galaxy properties for the 28 Auriga haloes studied in this work: stellar mass to halo mass ratio (M?/Mhalo),
stellar mass (M?), virial radius (R200), disc fraction, specific star formation rate (sSFR), and bolometric AGN luminosity (Lbol).
et al. 2009) and radiation from nearby AGN (Vogelsberger
et al. 2013; Grand et al. 2017), and
(vi) a prescription for magnetic fields (Pakmor & Springel
2013; Pakmor et al. 2014).
The Auriga model deviates from the Illustris model (Vogels-
berger et al. 2013) in two major ways: (1) the Auriga model
implements a gentler radio-mode AGN feedback (Marinacci
et al. 2014) where several hot buoyant bubbles are inflated
stochastically, and isotropically in the halo (following an in-
verse square distance profile) each with a fraction of the
feedback energy prescribed in Vogelsberger et al. (2013) thus
yielding much gentler halo heating, and (2) isotropic stellar
winds (Grand et al. 2017) are also endowed by a thermal
energy budget thus reducing the mass loading (Marinacci
et al. 2014).
In the work presented here, we follow stringent selec-
tion criteria to ensure that the sample only includes galaxies
which have had quiet recent merging histories (no mergers
more major than 1 : 3 within the past 2 Gyr) and is there-
fore free of contaminants (i.e. ongoing interactions and post-
merger galaxies) which may skew the results. Knowing that
recent galaxy interactions can have a noticeable impact on
the CGM (Hani et al. 2018), we exclude2 some of the Auriga
haloes from our analysis based on:
2 We exclude Auriga haloes Au8, Au11, Au21, Au25, Au30, Aux2,
Aux3, Aux4, Aux5, Aux6, Aux9, and Aux10
(i) the existence of a neighbouring galaxy more massive
than 1/3 × M? of the central halo and at a distance R <
0.4 × Rvir from the central halo, or
(ii) the presence of a recent (within the past 2 Gyr) major
merger (more major than 1 : 3) based on the merger trees,
or
(iii) the existence of prominent signatures (visually in-
spected) of a recent or ongoing interaction in the stellar or
gas profiles (i.e. tidal tails, caustic structures, streams).
Our selection criteria yield a sample of 28 Auriga galax-
ies with quiet recent merger histories. The haloes stud-
ied in this work are all at z = 0, and they span a lim-
ited range in halo mass, 0.5 ≤ M200 [1012M] ≤ 2.0, and
stellar mass, 2.1 ≤ M? [1010M] ≤ 11.7. The selected
haloes are actively star forming with star formation rates
1.9 ≤ SFR [Myr−1] ≤ 12.4, and AGN bolometric luminosi-
ties 1042.1 ≤ Lbol [ergs−1] ≤ 1045.5. Figure 1 provides a sum-
mary of the galactic properties of the sample studied in this
work.
The complete Auriga suite includes AGN with bolo-
metric luminosities ≥ 41.7 ergs−1 consequently causing the
subsample we selected to have bolometric luminosities ≥
42.1 ergs−1. Additionally, the Auriga suite produces star
forming galaxies at z = 0 (see Grand et al. 2017). We note
that the star formation rates and AGN luminosities in our
sample are higher than comparable observational studies fo-
cusing on Milky Way-mass galaxies (e.g. Werk et al. 2012).
Other studies with comparably high SFRs or Lbol explicitly
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select their sample to control for the effects of star formation
(e.g., Tumlinson et al. 2011), starbursts (i.e. COS-BURST;
Heckman et al. 2017), or AGN (i.e. COS-AGN; Berg et al.
2018). One should proceed with caution when quantitatively
comparing the results reported here to observational studies
of the CGM. The results presented in the following sections
investigate the physical processes responsible for shaping the
CGM within the Auriga model. Hence, the qualitative cor-
relations are not affected by the high SFR and Lbol values.
2.2 CGM ionization
Unlike metals (i.e. C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe) which are ex-
plicitly tracked in the simulations, ionization species are not
explicitly tracked on-the-fly in the simulations. Therefore,
post-processing of the simulation results is required to cal-
culate the ionization balance of gas cells. In this work, we fol-
low the methodology introduced in Hani et al. (2018) where
a grid of single cell cloudy (Ferland et al. 2013) simulations
is interpolated to calculate the ionization balance in each gas
cell depending on the cell’s temperature, density, metallicity,
the bolometric AGN intensity at the cell’s location, and the
redshift of the galaxy (see table 2 in Hani et al. 2018). The
ionization calculations account for contributions from two
radiation fields: an AGN radiation field, and a spatially uni-
form time varying UVB (Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2009), and
assume ionization equilibrium. The effects of self-shielding
are also incorporated following Rahmati et al. (2013).
2.3 Tracking CGM properties
We analyse the CGM of each Auriga halo within three square
fields of view (FOVs) along three random3 viewing angles.
The FOVs extend out to the virial radius of the central
galaxy (R200). Namely, each FOV has a size of 2Rvir × 2Rvir.
The normalization of the FOVs to the galaxies’ virial radii
ensures a consistent comparison between galaxies regardless
of stellar or halo mass. See Figure 1 for the distribution
of virial radii: the median Rvir = 225 kpc yields an FOV of
450 × 450 kpc2.
Each FOV is uniformly sampled by 10242 lines-of-sight
with a depth of 6Rvir. Sampling the CGM below the simula-
tion’s inherent spatial resolution (i.e. oversampling) allows
us to compute the ‘true’ covering fraction because the sur-
face area covered by the gas converges when sampling at a
higher resolution than that of the underlying gas field. See
Section 4 for a discussion of the effects of undersampling the
CGM.
We compute the column densities of four ionic species,
i.e. H i, Si ii, C iv, Ovi, and their parent elements (i.e. H,
Si, C, O) along each line-of-sight. Subsequently, covering
fractions of each ion/element above a limiting column den-
sity threshold are calculated for each Auriga halo using all
the lines-of-sight from the three FOVs (i.e., 3 × 10242 LOSs
per CGM). In this work we are primarily interested in the
3 We align the viewing angles with the simulation box axes. The
box coordinates do not align with the haloes’ angular momentum
vectors. Therefore, viewing the galaxies along the box axes is
synonymous to using random viewing angles.
absorption properties of the CGM (within the virial ra-
dius), rather than the properties of the galactic disc’s ISM.
Therefore, we ignore lines-of-sight with impact parameters
≤ 0.2Rvir in all covering fraction calculations.
Knowing that the focus of this study is to understand
the effects of galaxy evolution on the z = 0 CGM, we fo-
cus our analysis on the z = 0 snapshots. The evolutionary
histories are only used when selecting the sample for this
study.
3 RESULTS
Our current understanding of galaxy evolution draws strong
connections between evolutionary processes and their effect
on observable galaxy properties (for a review see Kormendy
& Ho 2013). For example, the evolution and impact of BHs
has been tied to the bulge properties of the host galaxy
where it is thought that BH feedback, and processes which
feed the central BH drive the MBH −σbulge relationship (e.g.
McConnell & Ma 2013). The effects of BHs extend beyond
the host galaxy and are sometimes seen as inflated bubbles
in the intergalactic medium (Fabian 2012). Similarly, galaxy
mergers are often thought to be strong drivers of changes in
galaxy morphology (e.g. Hernquist & Quinn 1987; Barnes &
Hernquist 1996; Lotz et al. 2008; Casteels et al. 2014; Patton
et al. 2016; Sparre & Springel 2017; Pop et al. 2018).
This work aims at understanding the processes that
shape the CGM of L? galaxies. Therefore, we focus our anal-
ysis on understanding the physical processes driving corre-
lations between the CGM and ‘observed’ galactic properties
of the simulated Auriga galaxies.
3.1 The diverse CGM
The Auriga haloes studied here are selected to have simi-
lar halo mass and recently quiet histories (see Section 2.1).
However, they none the less have a range of SFRs, disc frac-
tions, and AGN activity (see Figure 1). In this section, we
explore the interhalo and intrahalo diversity of the CGM in
the Auriga sample.
Figure 2 shows projections of two sample Auriga haloes,
Au 23 (left-hand panels) and Au 26 (right-hand panels),
in hydrogen (top panels), carbon (middle panels) and C iv
(bottom panels). The two haloes depicted in Figure 2 show
significant diversity in their CGM structure, column den-
sity distributions, and covering fractions of carbon and C iv.
While Au 23 exhibits strong CGM structures (i.e. filaments,
clumps), the CGM of Au 26 is smoothly varying which is
evident in the C iv projection.
Figures 3–6 show grouped split violin plots repre-
senting the column density distributions of hydrogen/H i,
silicon/Si ii, carbon/C iv, and oxygen/Ovi along lines-of-
sight passing through the Auriga haloes, respectively. Each
split violin represents the line-of-sight column density distri-
bution for an element (left) and its corresponding ion (right).
The median of the distribution is marked by a dashed hor-
izontal line, while the dotted lines show the interquartile
range. Note that the distributions are not commonly nor-
malised and hence should only be used for visual inspec-
tion. It is immediately evident that the Auriga haloes dis-
play stark differences and variations in their CGM column
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2019)
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Figure 2. Sample projections (2R200 × 2R200) of hydrogen (top),
carbon (middle), and C iv (bottom) for Au 23 (left-hand panel)
and Au 26 (right-hand panel). The two haloes show significant
differences in their covering fractions of C iv as well as their CGM
structure. While Au 26 shows a smooth CGM, the CGM of Au
23 is rich in filaments and clumps. Additionally, the signature of
conical outflows is evident in Au 23.
density distributions. The distributions of each halo span
several dex in column densities of metals and hydrogen. The
differences in the line-of-sight column density distributions
are even more pronounced for the ionic species studied in this
work; the column density distributions of H i, Si ii, C iv, and
Ovi span ∼ 5 dex. The wide variation for a given halo is in-
dicative of the complex structure (density, metallicity, tem-
perature) within the CGM. Furthermore, the CGMs of the
Auriga haloes convey striking differences: the distributions
differ significantly in their shapes and medians, indicating
significant diversity in the CGM properties of the simulated
sample. Similar diversity in CGM gas properties along differ-
ent lines-of-sight is reported in other numerical simulations
(e.g. Nelson et al. 2018; Oppenheimer et al. 2018c; Peeples
et al. 2019), and observations of Galactic (e.g. Richter et al.
2017; Werk et al. 2019) and extragalactic haloes (e.g. El-
lison et al. 2004; Lopez et al. 2007; Tumlinson et al. 2011;
Prochaska et al. 2017).
Figure 7 shows the distributions of covering fractions of
commonly observed ionic species (bottom panels) and their
parent elements (top panels) at representative column densi-
ties. The column density thresholds are chosen such that the
median cumulative density profile of all the Auriga haloes
has a covering fraction of 50%. Note that the choice of col-
umn density does not affect the qualitative conclusions pre-
sented in this work. The covering fractions of all elements
and ions vary by about an order of magnitude revealing the
vast differences in the CGM structure and content. While
some CGMs are rich with dense absorbers –reflected by the
high covering fractions of H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi, and their
parent species– other CGMs are dominated by compara-
tively diffuse gas –therefore, exhibiting low covering frac-
tions: < 10% for H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi, and ∼ 20% their
parent species. The aforementioned diversity in the cover-
ing fractions of elements and ions is driven by fundamental
differences in the CGM structure and column densities.
We note that the column densities of Ovi are higher
than those inferred from observations (e.g. COS-Haloes
Tumlinson et al. 2011; Werk et al. 2016) and even other
simulations with remarkably similar physics models (i.e.
Illustris-TNG; Nelson et al. 2018). The Auriga haloes stud-
ied in this work have active AGN (see Figure 1) which is not
the case in most observational studies. The local AGN radi-
ation field (which is ignored in Nelson et al. 2018) drives the
high Ovi column densities in our model (equivalently the
Si ii column densities are slightly lower than the observed
column densities in L? CGMs). As shown in Hani et al.
(2018), AGN radiation (modelled in a similar fashion) can
be a significant contributor to the ionization in the CGM.
Figures 3–7 therefore show that although the subsample
of the Auriga haloes used in this study was selected to span
a limited range in halo mass, similar isolated environments
(see Section 2.1), and quiet recent merger histories, their
CGM reveals significant differences in densities and struc-
ture. The CGM of the Auriga haloes bears evidence of their
distinct evolution. In the subsequent sections we will high-
light some of the major culprits in shaping the CGM of L?
galaxies.
3.2 The effects of the host galaxy’s stellar mass
The mass–metallicity relationship (MZR) is considered to
be one of the most fundamental observed galaxy character-
istics: a galaxy’s stellar mass correlates (with little intrinsic
scatter) with the gas phase metallicity (Tremonti et al. 2004)
and the relationship is even tighter when additional variables
are considered, such as SFR, size, and gas content (e.g. El-
lison et al. 2008; Bothwell et al. 2016). The MZR (modulo
normalization and temporal evolution) holds for a range of
galaxy masses (extending from dwarf to L? galaxies; e.g.
Lee et al. 2006; Zahid et al. 2012), over a range of redshifts
(extending from the local universe up to z ∼ 2; e.g. Zahid
et al. 2011; Steidel et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2015), and at
a multitude of scales where recent integral field unit surveys
demonstrate the existence of the MZR on kpc scales (i.e.
Sa´nchez et al. 2013; Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2017; Sa´nchez
et al. 2017; Ellison et al. 2018a). The presence and robust-
ness of the MZR highlights the influence of stellar feedback
and self-regulation on the galactic gas reservoir, and partic-
ularly the importance of the associated star formation and
metallicity variation time-scales in defining the MZR (e.g.
Torrey et al. 2018).
The presence of an MZR on the galactic scale motivates
investigating if such a correlation exists at larger scale viz.
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Figure 3. A grouped split violin plot representing the column density distributions of hydrogen (blue, left) and H i (red, right) along
lines-of-sight (one viewing angle) through the 28 Auriga haloes. The dashed lines indicate the median column density of each distribution
while the interquartile range is indicated by the dotted lines. The transparent violin plot represents the re-run of Au 22 with no AGN
feedback (i.e. Au 22-NOAGN). The diversity in the CGM of each halo is evident by the column density distributions that extend
over several decades in column density. Additionally, the diversity in CGM properties within the Auriga sample is evident by the vast
differences between the haloes in the shapes and medians of the distributions.
the CGM. Stellar feedback is responsible for enriching the
ISM via AGB stars, SNe Ia, and SNe II. The enriched gas
can then be launched out of the ISM by SN-driven stellar
winds or BH-driven winds (see Veilleux et al. 2005; Op-
penheimer & Dave´ 2006; Muratov et al. 2017). Therefore,
given that the processes which are responsible for the MZR
on galactic scale also enrich the CGM one may expect the
CGM metal content to positively scale with stellar mass.
Note that there need not be an MZR in the CGM; unlike
the ISM there is no local process regulating the gas content
and metal injection in the CGM. Knowing that metal in-
jection in the CGM is driven by feedback processes which
depend on ISM properties (i.e. SFR, AGN activity) one may
infer that the integrated metal injection into the CGM (i.e.
metal mass, or metal covering fraction) scales with galaxy
stellar mass which does not necessarily imply an increase
in metallicity. Scannapieco et al. (2006) demonstrated that
a positive scaling between the CGM metal mass and the
galaxy stellar mass is a natural outcome of SN feedback.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of covering fraction for
ionic species (bottom panels) and their parent elements (top
panels) in the CGM on the host galaxy’s stellar mass. The
positive correlation of the covering fractions of hydrogen,
carbon, and oxygen with stellar mass is suggestive of the ef-
fect of stellar feedback and galactic outflows on enriching the
CGM with metals which correspond to galaxy growth. As
the galaxy’s mass increases the CGM is increasingly enriched
with metals (due to outflows, accretion) which manifests in
the increase in the column densities and covering fractions
of metals with stellar mass shown in Figure 8. Unlike the
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Figure 4. A grouped split violin plot representing the column density distributions of silicon (blue, left) and Si ii (red, right) along
lines-of-sight (one viewing angle) through the 28 Auriga haloes.
elements, the corresponding ionic species do not show a de-
pendence on stellar mass. The abundance of a given ionic
species is driven by the density and temperature structure
of the gas as well as the ionizing field. The density and tem-
perature of CGM gas do not immediately scale with stellar
mass. Additionally, the incident radiation field (UVB and
AGN) is independent of stellar mass in the limited mass
range studied in this work. Note that the only ion which
shows a possible shallow correlation with stellar mass is Ovi
which is thought to be driven by the halo’s virial tempera-
ture (e.g. Suresh et al. 2017). To properly demonstrate the
dependence of ionic species on stellar/halo mass one would
require a wider range of mass than we have achieved in this
work (e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2016; Bordoloi et al. 2018).
The positive correlation of oxygen covering fraction
with stellar mass is broadly consistent with other theoretical
work. For example, Machado et al. (2018) demonstrated a
positive correlation between the mass of oxygen in the CGM
and stellar mass over ∼ 2 decades in stellar mass. A similar
dependence of the column densities of oxygen and Ovi on
halo mass were also reported by Oppenheimer et al. (2016).
Additionally, the results presented in this work agree with
the predictions of SN feedback in Scannapieco et al. (2006).
Although the correlation of the CGM’s oxygen content with
the galaxy’s stellar mass may seem at odds with current
observations (i.e. Tumlinson et al. 2011), computing oxy-
gen mass in observations suffers from various assumptions
involved in the ionization corrections.
3.3 The effects of galaxy morphology
Section 3.2 demonstrates the effect of galaxy growth (i.e.
mergers, accretion, star formation) on the CGM metal con-
tent where the metals created by stellar feedback are trans-
ported into the CGM by galactic outflows which are driven
by SNe II or AGN. The physical properties of the outflow de-
pend on the environments from which they are launched and
the medium through which they propagate. For example, a
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Figure 5. A grouped split violin plot representing the column density distributions of carbon (blue, left) and C iv (red, right) along
lines-of-sight (one viewing angle) through the 28 Auriga haloes.
wind launched in a dense medium will shock and halt its flow
well before reaching the CGM. Therefore, a wind launched
in a thin disc will likely escape the disc into a low-density
environment in which it can retain its clumpy nature which
may sustain low ionization species. Although the decoupling
of winds in the simulation reduces the aforementioned effect,
the density profile of the medium through which the wind
propagates in a disc-like galaxy exhibits a sharper gradient
than its counterpart in bulge-dominated galaxies. Therefore,
one may still expect to see an effect of galaxy morphology
on the ionization of the CGM.
Figure 9 shows the covering fractions of hydrogen, sil-
icon, carbon, oxygen, H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi for different
galaxy disc fractions. The disc fraction (i.e. D/T) is calcu-
lated following the assumption of Abadi et al. (2003) that
the bulge component has zero net rotation hence the bulge
mass is twice the mass of the counter rotating component
while the disc accounts for everything else4. The covering
fractions of H i, Si ii and C iv positively correlate with the
disc fraction whilst Ovi (typically tracing hot diffuse gas)
shows no correlation with the disc fraction. On the other
hand, there appears to be no correlation between the cov-
ering fractions of hydrogen, silicon, carbon, or oxygen and
the disc fraction which suggests that outflows originating
in galaxies with higher disc fraction are more likely to sus-
tain a dense nature (e.g. filamentary, clumpy) where low
ionization species can survive. Gas phase projections reveal
visual evidence of the correlation between the filamentary
and clumpy structure of the CGM (above and below the
disc plane) and the disc fraction. Figure 2 highlights the
4 Note that the results presented in this work are independent of
the formalism by which the disc fraction is calculated: i.e. using
disc fractions inferred from Gaussian mixture models of dynami-
cal variables shows similar results.
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Figure 6. A grouped split violin plot representing the column density distributions of oxygen (blue, left) and Ovi (red, right) along
lines-of-sight (one viewing angle) through the 28 Auriga haloes.
vivid filamentary/clumpy structure in the CGM of Au 23
(D/T = 0.63) while the structure in the CGM of Au 26
(D/T = 0.46) is deficient. Succinctly, outflows originating in
disc-dominated galaxies remain filamentary (see left-hand
panels in Figure 2) and can host low ionization species after
they reach the CGM. Therefore, the CGM of disc-dominated
galaxies shows a higher covering fraction of low ionization
species when compared to bulge-dominated galaxies (all else
being similar). Additionally, the enhanced structure in the
CGM along the disc angular momentum axis is consistent
with observations (e.g. Bordoloi et al. 2011; Kacprzak et al.
2012). For example, the observed strong azimuthal depen-
dence of Mg ii absorption in inclined disc-dominated galaxies
(i.e. Bordoloi et al. 2011; Kacprzak et al. 2012) is often at-
tributed to galactic outflows (e.g. Bordoloi et al. 2014a).
The filamentary outflow structures in disc-dominated galax-
ies sustain higher densities and can therefore preferentially
host low ionization species. However, the results presented
in this work are in tension with the observational results of
Kacprzak et al. (2015). The Auriga galaxies show no signif-
icant azimuthal dependence of Ovi absorption. Ovi probes
the diffuse ionized gas in the CGM which, broadly speaking,
shows a smooth profile. It is worth noting that this tension
could be artificially induced by the simulation’s resolution in
the CGM, or the lack of shielding of AGN radiation by inter-
vening gas. The AGN radiation field intensity is computed at
the location of a gas cell only considering it’s distance from
the source (JAGN ∝ r−2) which could possibly overionize the
gas in the disc plane which would normally experience the
highest levels of shielding.
3.4 The effects of recent star formation
Section 3.2 stresses the effects of galaxy growth on the cover-
ing fraction of hydrogen and metals in the CGM. A galaxy’s
stellar mass reflects its integrated history of star formation,
accretion, and mergers. In this section we investigate the
effect of recent star formation on the extended CGM.
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Figure 7. The covering fractions of absorbers in the CGM of Auriga galaxies. The top panels show the distributions of hydrogen, silicon,
carbon, and oxygen absorbers (left to right) with column densities higher than 1019.61, 1016.34, 1016.91, and 1017.21 cm−2, respectively. The
bottom panels show the distributions of H i, S ii, C iv, and Ovi absorbers (left to right) with column densities higher than 1014.15, 1011.58,
1014.69, and 1015.41 cm−2, respectively. Despite the Auriga haloes exhibiting remarkable similarities in their galactic (i.e. halo mass) and
environmental properties (i.e. isolated at z = 0, quiet recent merger histories) their CGM gas shows significant differences.
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Figure 8. The effect of the host galaxy’s stellar mass on the CGM gas. The small circles and diamonds show the covering fractions for
individual haloes. The large circles represent the median covering fractions in stellar mass bins while the error bars show the bin width
and 1σ variations in covering fraction. The filled and empty stars represent Au 22 and the re-run of Au 22 with no AGN feedback (i.e.
Au 22-NOAGN), respectively. The covering fractions of hydrogen, silicon, carbon, and oxygen (top panels) correlate positively with the
host galaxy’s stellar mass. As the galaxy’s mass increases (via star formation or mergers) the CGM is enriched with more metals leading
to an enhanced covering fraction. It is worth noting that such an enhancement does not necessarily imply an enhancement in the covering
fractions of commonly observed ions as the CGM ionization is dependent on gas density, temperature, and the radiation field. In fact,
the covering fractions of H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi (bottom panels) show no correlation with stellar mass.
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Figure 9. The covering fractions of commonly observed ions, H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi (bottom panels), and their parent species (top
panels) along lines of sight parallel to the galaxy’s disc correlate positively with the disc fraction. The small circles show the covering
fractions in individual haloes while the large solid circles show the median covering fraction in D/T bins. Outflows driven by stellar
feedback and AGN transport gas into the CGM with densities which can sustain low ionization species. A disc-dominated morphology
facilitates the ability for clumpy outflows to travel into the CGM without being destroyed near the galaxy. This yields a higher abundance
of clumpy clouds in the CGM outside the disc plane therefore increasing the covering fractions shown here.
Star formation and the associated stellar feedback (i.e.
SN feedback) are main drivers of strong galactic outflows
(e.g. Martin 2005; Rupke et al. 2005a; Strickland & Heck-
man 2009) which are often thought to contribute to the
observed multiphase, metal-rich CGM. In fact, a correla-
tion between CGM properties and star formation has been
reported by various studies (e.g. Tumlinson et al. 2011;
Prochaska et al. 2017). Additionally, studies investigating
the CGM of starburst galaxies (e.g. Borthakur et al. 2013;
Heckman et al. 2017) suggest that the effect of starburst-
driven winds (within ∼ 200 Myr) can be observed out to
∼ 200 kpc. Although none of the Auriga galaxies studied
here are considered starburst galaxies, we explore the effect
of recent star formation of the CGM. Figure 10 shows the
dependence of the covering fractions of H i, Si ii, C iv, and
Ovi, and their parent species on the 10 Myr-averaged spe-
cific star formation rate (sSFR). We use the sSFR to account
for the correlations shown in Section 3.2. The covering frac-
tions of the elements and ions examined in this work show
no dependence on the recent star formation history of the
galaxies. The lack of correlation between the covering frac-
tions and sSFR also holds when using the 500 Myr averaged
sSFR.
3.5 The effect of the central engine
Supermassive BHs residing at the centres of galaxies are
thought to play a major role in galaxy evolution. Variations
in galaxy and halo properties are often attributed to feed-
back from AGN in the form of radio jets (Fabian 2012),
AGN-driven winds (e.g. Rupke et al. 2005b; Vogelsberger
et al. 2013; Woo et al. 2017), or a strong radiation field
originating from accretion discs surrounding central super-
massive BHs (e.g. Segers et al. 2017; Oppenheimer et al.
2018a,b). Berg et al. (2018) show that AGN hosts show an
enhancement in low ionization species (e.g. H i, Si ii, Si iii)
in their CGM at large radii, hence suggesting that the en-
hancement might be caused by accretion or the remnants
of a previous activity (e.g. AGN episode, starburst). In this
section we investigate the effects of AGN feedback on the
CGM of L? galaxies.
3.5.1 The AGN radiation field
The accretion disc surrounding central BHs provides a
strong radiation field which can have a significant effect on
gas ionization. Oppenheimer et al. (2018b) demonstrate that
an AGN can keep the CGM ionized for time-scales which
significantly exceed the AGN lifetime leading to proximity
fossil zones. Additionally, Oppenheimer et al. (2018a,b) used
hydrodynamical simulations with non-equilibrium ionization
to demonstrate the importance of AGN radiation when re-
producing the observed Ovi covering fractions. Moreover,
Hani et al. (2018), using an AGN model identical to the one
implemented in the work presented here, showed the strong
effect of the AGN on the ionization state of the CGM.
Figure 11 shows the covering fractions of hydrogen, car-
bon, oxygen, H i, C iv, and Ovi as a function of the AGN
bolometric luminosity in the Auriga haloes. As the AGN lu-
minosity increases the ionization of the CGM increases due
to the aggressive AGN radiation field. The increase in CGM
ionization manifests as a decrease in the covering fractions of
the ionic species studied in this work. For AGN luminosities
Lbol & 1044.7 ergs−1, the CGM densities become insufficient
for any of the ionization species studied here (i.e. H i, Si ii,
C iv, and even Ovi) to survive in significant quantities. This
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Figure 10. The covering fractions of commonly observed ions, H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi (bottom panels), and their parent species (top
panels) along lines of sight parallel to the galaxy’s disc show no correlation the 10 Myr averaged specific star formation rate. The small
circles show the covering fractions in individual haloes while the large solid circles show the median covering fraction in SFR bins.
effect is more drastic for the low ionic metal species (i.e. Si ii)
where the covering fractions decline drastically at even lower
AGN luminosities (Lbol & 1043.7 ergs−1).
We caution the reader that the ionization calculations
were performed in post-processing assuming ionization equi-
librium which poses a limitation for the analysis presented
here. Various works have highlighted the importance of con-
sidering non-equilibrium effects in the CGM especially in
the presence of a stochastically varying AGN (i.e. Oppen-
heimer & Schaye 2013; Oppenheimer et al. 2018b,c). Segers
et al. (2017) stress that metals in the CGM may be out of
ionization equilibrium in the presence of a fluctuating ra-
diation field (i.e. AGN) even at large radii (i.e. 2 × Rvir).
Non-equilibrium ionization effects are particularly impor-
tant when the times-cales on which the AGN varies are
comparable to the recombination time-scales of the ions of
interest ∼ 20Myr (i.e. H i, Si ii, C iv, Ovi). In the simula-
tions we present, the AGN variability time-scales are of order
45Myr (calculated using the power spectral density) which
well exceeds the recombination timescales. Moreover, there
is no evidence for a proximity zone fossil in the simulations
we present which is expected with the long AGN variation
timesscales (i.e. Oppenheimer et al. 2018b). Therefore, al-
though the assumption of ionization equilibrium is a poten-
tial limitation of this work non-equilibrium effects appear to
be negligible in the simulations we present.
3.5.2 AGN-driven feedback
AGN feedback is often introduced in simulations of galaxy
evolution to regulate star formation, quench massive galax-
ies, and reproduce the high-mass tail of the galaxy mass
function and the cosmic star formation history (e.g. Bower
et al. 2006; Puchwein & Springel 2013; Taylor & Kobayashi
2014). However, AGN feedback has also been shown to have
a noticeable impact on the CGM by effectively launching
gas into and outside of the CGM (Grand et al. 2017) and
creating a hot galactic halo by thermally heating the CGM
(Bogda´n et al. 2015).
The physical model used in this work includes AGN
feedback in both quasar and radio mode. The quasar mode
isotropically deposits thermal energy into the BH’s neigh-
bouring gas cells, while the radio mode exerts mechanical
feedback by isotropically and gently inflating hot buoyant
bubbles in the halo. For further description of the AGN
feedback model see Section 2, Vogelsberger et al. (2013),
Marinacci et al. (2014), and Grand et al. (2017). In order to
better understand the effect of AGN feedback on the CGM
we use a re-run of Au 22 which excludes feedback from the
AGN (hereafter Au 22-NOAGN; Grand et al. 2017). The
re-run simulates Au 22 with no changes until redshift z = 1
after which AGN feedback is eliminated while accretion on
to the BH continues. Therefore, differences between Au 22
and Au 22-NOAGN can be attributed to AGN feedback.
AGN feedback reduces the central star formation and
therefore produces a smaller bulge component. In the ab-
sence of AGN feedback, the galaxy grows a more promi-
nent bulge component thus decreasing the disc fraction (i.e.
Grand et al. 2017). Globally, the galaxy increases its stellar
mass from 1010.79 to 1010.93M. The increased star forma-
tion is driven by gas condensation from the CGM onto the
central galaxy. In the presence of AGN feedback, the halo gas
is too hot and unable to cool and form stars. As a result, the
halo is hotter and more populated with gas. At z = 0, the
bolometric AGN luminosities are 1043.81 and 1040.05 ergs−1
for Au 22 and Au 22-NOAGN5 respectively. For a compre-
hensive discussion of the effect of the AGN on the galactic
5 Note that although AGN feedback is eliminated, accretion onto
the black hole is permitted.
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Figure 11. The effect of the AGN on the CGM ionization is evident in the Auriga model. The covering fractions of H i, Si ii, C iv, and
Ovi (bottom panels) and their parent species (top panels) are shown as a function of the AGN bolometric luminosity. The small circles
show the covering fractions of individual Auriga haloes while the large circles show the median covering fractions in bins of Lbol and the
error bars show bin sizes and 1σ variations in binned covering fractions. The AGN’s radiation field is a significant source of ionization
which drives a decrease in the covering fractions of commonly observed ions.
properties (briefly discussed above) see section 4.3 and figure
17 in Grand et al. (2017).
Returning to Figures 3–6, which show the column den-
sity distributions of lines-of-sight through the Auriga haloes,
the column density distributions of lines-of-sight through Au
22-NOAGN are shown as the transparent distributions. The
halo with no AGN feedback (Au 22-NOAGN) shows signif-
icant differences in its hydrogen column density distribu-
tion compared to its AGN counterpart (Au 22) where Au
22 shows a shift towards higher hydrogen column densities.
AGN feedback stifles accretion and condensation from the
CGM onto the galaxy therefore yielding a richer and hotter
gas halo and lower galaxy stellar masses. Regardless of the
lower hydrogen column densities in Au 22-NOAGN, the halo
exhibits higher H i column densities owing to the lower halo
AGN luminosity. Unlike hydrogen, the metal column density
distributions of Au 22 and Au 22-NOAGN are remarkably
similar. Nonetheless, the two haloes differ strongly in their
ionization: Au 22-NOAGN has its Si ii and C iv distribu-
tions shifted to significantly higher column densities while
the Ovi column density distributions remain unchanged.
The increased abundances of Si ii and C iv in Au 22-NOAGN
is driven by the lower AGN luminosity (note that the radia-
tion field driven by the AGN aggressively ionizes the CGM).
However, the presence of Ovi in the halo is primarily driven
by the halo virial temperature at low AGN bolometric lumi-
nosities where ionization is independent of the AGN. Know-
ing that Au 22 and Au 22-NOAGN reside in haloes with
similar halo mass, their Ovi column density distributions
are similar.
Comparing Au 22 and Au 22-AGN provides a constraint
on the effect of AGN feedback on the properties of a halo.
While understanding the effects of AGN feedback through
direct comparison of Au 22 and Au 22-NOAGN is key, a
further comparison is warranted in the framework of the
analysis presented here. Figure 8 highlights Au 22 and Au
22-NOAGN by the filled and clear star symbols. Although
Au 22-NOAGN’s CGM displays similar metal column den-
sity distributions to its AGN counterpart, it remains severely
underpopulated with metals compared to haloes with simi-
lar stellar mass. Au 22-NOAGN is displaced by ∼ 3σ from
the correlation between metal covering fraction and stellar
mass. Moreover, the CGM of Au 22-NOAGN is severely un-
derpopulated with hydrogen. The stark differences between
the CGM of Au 22-NOAGN and the CGMs of haloes with
similar stellar mass (i.e. stellar mass matched control) em-
phasize the key role AGN feedback plays in controlling ac-
cretion onto the galaxy, ionizing the CGM, and populating
the CGM with metals.
3.6 The effects of galaxy assembly
Galaxy mergers are thought to play a key role in galaxy
assembly and evolution where galaxies grow their stellar
masses (Lacey & Cole 1993), alter their morphologies (e.g.
Hernquist & Quinn 1987; Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Lotz
et al. 2008; Casteels et al. 2014; Patton et al. 2016; Pop et al.
2018), and enhance their star formation rates (e.g. Cox et al.
2006a, 2008; Di Matteo et al. 2008; Patton et al. 2011; Ellison
et al. 2013; Knapen et al. 2015; Moreno et al. 2015; Sparre
& Springel 2016; Bustamante et al. 2018) and AGN activity
(e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins & Quataert 2010; Elli-
son et al. 2011; Satyapal et al. 2014; Weston et al. 2017). Ad-
ditionally, recent work has shown that mergers increase the
atomic and molecular gas content in galaxies (e.g. Ellison
et al. 2018b; Pan et al. 2018; Violino et al. 2018) which might
be expected to manifest as changes in the CGM as well. Not
only do galaxy mergers impact galaxy stellar populations,
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mergers influence the gas properties in the CGM. Merger-
induced shocks and feedback can heat the CGM gas (e.g.
Cox et al. 2004, 2006b; Sinha & Holley-Bockelmann 2009),
while outflows driven by the associated AGN activity (e.g.
Rupke et al. 2005b; Veilleux et al. 2013; Woo et al. 2017)
and enhanced star formation (e.g. Martin 2005; Rupke et al.
2005a; Hayward & Hopkins 2017) populate the CGM with
metals and give rise to a multiphase medium. For example,
Hani et al. (2018) demonstrated the impact of gas-rich ma-
jor mergers on the CGM showing a case study of a merger
occurring at z ∼ 0.66. The authors report a significant long
lasting increase in the CGM metallicity and metal content,
as well as an increase in ionization. Besides, Grand et al.
(2017) demonstrated, using the Auriga galaxies, that galaxy
mergers play an important role in changing the halo an-
gular momentum, hence influencing the size of the galactic
disc (quiescent mergers grow the galactic disc while violent
mergers destroy the disc and induce AGN activity which
suppresses outer disc formation).
Understanding the extent of the effects of galaxy merg-
ers on the CGM requires a comprehensive study: for exam-
ple, one must first understand the impact of basic merger
properties such as the merger mass ratio, merger geometry,
and galaxy gas fractions before properly comprehending the
effect of complex integrated merger histories. Nonetheless,
one can still evaluate the relative importance of mergers
(compared to other processes) in building and shaping the
CGM of galaxies in the local universe by investigating the
strength of the correlation between a galaxy’s CGM prop-
erties and merger history. Note that although we explicitly
remove interacting systems and recent post-mergers from
our analysis (Section 2.1), we can still investigate the effect
of the integrated merger history (not recent mergers) on the
CGM properties. The most recent major merger (mass ratio
> 1 : 3 ) in our sample happened at tlookback ∼ 2.3Gyr, and
the most recent minor merger (mass ratio > 1 : 10) happened
at tlookback ∼ 2.1Gyr. In this work we quantify the merger his-
tory by computing the stellar mass fraction accreted since
z = 2 (ex-situ stellar mass fraction) as described by Go´mez
et al. (2017) and Monachesi et al. (2019). Although this met-
ric has no way of distinguishing between the details of the
merger histories it gives a broad brush understanding on the
importance of mergers in shaping the CGM of galaxies.
Figure 12 shows the dependence of the covering frac-
tion of hydrogen, silicon, carbon, oxygen, H i, Si ii, C iv, and
Ovi on the galaxies‘ merger history (ex-situ stellar mass
fraction). The lack of correlation between CGM properties
(covering fraction) and the merger history (ex-situ stellar
mass fraction) hints to other processes being at least as
dominant as a galaxy’s merger history (in the absence of
a recent merger) in shaping the CGM. It is, however, worth
noting that the galaxies that show the lowest covering frac-
tions have not had a merger more major than 1 : 10 since
z = 2. Nonetheless, not all galaxies with quiet merger histo-
ries exhibit low metal covering fractions in their CGM.
4 DISCUSSION
Observational surveys targeting the CGM are often depen-
dent on the fortuitous coincidence of bright UV quasars and
foreground galaxies (e.g. Tumlinson et al. 2013; Bordoloi
et al. 2014b; Borthakur et al. 2016; Heckman et al. 2017;
Prochaska et al. 2017; Berg et al. 2018). Inferring CGM
properties through absorption features provides a sensitive
and powerful tool for CGM studies. Current observational
surveys have painted a solid foundation to our understand-
ing of the CGM and its relation to galaxy properties in
a statistically meaningful way (e.g. Cooksey et al. 2010;
Prochaska et al. 2011; Tumlinson et al. 2013; Liang & Chen
2014; Lehner et al. 2015). Nonetheless, these observational
studies suffer from two major limitations: (1) small sam-
ples of galaxy–quasar pairs, and (2) small (often one) num-
ber of sight-lines through each galaxy. Therefore, studying
the CGM of single galaxies in absorption and understanding
its diversity and structure is not currently possible. Conse-
quently, observational surveys often resort to two fundamen-
tal assumptions: (1) the CGM of a halo has small azimuthal
variations and therefore a single sight-line at a given impact
parameter is representative of the CGM at the observed im-
pact parameter, and (2) a well-controlled (often controlled
for stellar mass) sample of galaxies has little variations be-
tween their CGMs and therefore the observed sight-lines can
be used to reproduce a representative median CGM profile
defined by the control parameters.
Characterizing the diversity in the CGM within a con-
trolled sample requires an unfeasible number of lines-of-sight
and galaxies. However, various observational studies tack-
led the variations within the CGM of single haloes. Studies
using lensed quasars demonstrate a large dispersion in ob-
served absorption properties (line strength, and equivalent
widths) of low and intermediate ionization species (unlike
high ions) over kpc scales (e.g. Ellison et al. 2004; Lopez
et al. 2007; Koyamada et al. 2017). The lensed quasar find-
ings are consistent with those of studies using multiquasar
systems which report strong variations in column densities
and kinematics within the CGM of single haloes (e.g. Bowen
et al. 2016). Additionally, the Galactic CGM has been stud-
ied with a plethora of lines-of-sight stressing the diversity
in the CGM (e.g. Moss et al. 2017; Richter et al. 2017;
Werk et al. 2019). Such variations within observed CGMs
highlight the complexity of these reservoirs’ structure.
Section 3.1 demonstrates the diversity within a given
halo’s CGM and within the Auriga sample which poses a
major challenge to understanding the CGM with limited
sampling. Assuming that the diversity in the Auriga CGMs
is representative of the observed universe, we investigate
the effects of the limited sampling of the diverse CGM in
observational studies has on reproducing CGM properties.
We create mock observational surveys of the CGM of Au-
riga galaxies whilst controlling for either stellar mass (within
±δ log(M?) centred at log(M?) = 10.8), or AGN luminosity
(within ±δ log(Lbol) centred at log(Lbol) = 43.0), hereafter re-
ferred to as the controlled sample. For each controlled sam-
ple we pool all the lines-of-sight passing through the CGM of
the member galaxies. Then we sample, without replacement,
Nlos lines-of-sight to produce a mock survey for which we
compute covering fractions for the elements and ionic species
used in this work. The lines-of-sight are then returned to the
controlled sample pool and the sampling process is repeated
106 times. The inferred covering fractions are then compared
to the true covering fraction which is computed for a hypo-
thetical halo including all the lines-of-sight in the controlled
sample pool.
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Figure 12. The effect of the merger history on the CGM properties. The covering fractions of H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi (bottom panels)
and their parent species (top panels) are shown as a function of the ex-situ stellar mass fraction. The small circles represent the covering
fractions of individual haloes, while the large solid circles show the median covering fractions in bins of ex-situ stellar mass fraction.
The error bars show the bin size and 1σ variations in the binned covering fractions. The absence of correlation between the CGM metal
content or ionization and the merger histories suggests that the galaxy merger history is not a major determinant of CGM properties in
the absence of recent mergers. Other processes are at least as impactful as galaxy mergers in shaping the CGM of z = 0 L? galaxies.
Figure 13 shows the fraction of mock surveys which re-
produce the true covering fraction to within ±5% and ±10%
as a function of Nlos for hydrogen, silicon, carbon, and oxy-
gen (top panels), and H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi (middle and
bottom panels). The top two rows show the results for a
stellar mass matched sample (δ log(M?) = 0.05), whilst the
bottom row uses a sample which has been matched for Lbol
(δ log(Lbol) = 0.5). As the number of lines-of-sight increases,
the inferred covering fraction distribution becomes tighter.
Consequently, the probability of recovering the true covering
fraction of the sampled CGM increases. For example, we find
that a survey typically needs at least 250 lines-of-sight in or-
der to constrain the covering fraction to within 5%. We note,
however, that when deriving the scaling relations shown in
this work a tolerance of ∼ 10% is sufficient. Therefore, one
may be able to reproduce the results presented above using
a lower number of lines-of-sight.
The open grey triangles in Figure 13 represent a sam-
ple which has been matched with less stringent matching
criteria: δ log(M?) = 0.25, and δ log(Lbol) = 1.5 (i.e. including
all the Auriga galaxies studied in this work). The matching
criteria has a negligible effect on the probability of a mock
survey reproducing the true covering fraction. The negligi-
ble effect of the matching criteria suggests that the diversity
within a single CGM overshadows the diversity within a con-
trolled sample for the Auriga haloes studied in this work.
The results of this analysis hint that while matching
the galaxy sample by stellar mass and AGN luminosity has
a negligible effect on reproducing the true covering fraction
of the sample, an impractically large number of lines-of-sight
is needed to reproduce the true covering fraction with high
confidence. However, owing to the narrow range of matching
investigated in this work and the narrow range of galaxy
properties spanned by the Auriga haloes studied here, one
must proceed with caution when considering the importance
of controlled galaxy samples: viz. the independence of the
success of mock surveys on the matching criteria may not
necessarily imply the unimportance of sample matching.
One must be cautious when extrapolating the diver-
sity in the Auriga sample into the observed universe. Al-
though the physical model used in this work reproduces
many galactic properties (see Grand et al. 2017) and some
observed CGM properties (i.e. azimuthal dependence of low
ionization species, dependence of the CGM gas properties
on AGN luminosity and stellar mass), the achieved reso-
lution in the CGM may pose a limitation to the analysis
we present. Recent studies targeting the CGM introduce re-
finement schemes to better resolve the underlying structure
which contributes to most of the absorption and demon-
strate the importance of high resolution in CGM studies (i.e.
Peeples et al. 2019; Suresh et al. 2019; van de Voort et al.
2019). Suresh et al. (2019) and Peeples et al. (2019) show
that although the structure of the CGM changes drastically
with increasing resolution the integrated quantities show
smaller changes; harmoniously, van de Voort et al. (2019)
and Pehlivan Rhodin et al. (2019) independently demon-
strate the strong dependence of column densities and cover-
ing fractions of H i on resolution. Additionally, Suresh et al.
(2019) demonstrate the effect of the resolved structure at
producing and sustaining the cool gas in the CGM. We also
stress that the galaxy sample studied in this work spans a
narrow range in halo and stellar mass, and is selected to be
isolated at z = 0, and to have a quiet recent merger his-
tory all of which are factors that are worth exploring when
comparing to analogous observational samples.
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Figure 13. Quantifying the effect of limited sampling on measuring the true covering fraction of various elements and ionic species.
We report the fraction of mock surveys with an inferred covering fraction within ±5% (dotted line/upwards triangles) and 10% (dashed
line/downwards triangles) of the true covering fraction as a function of the number of lines-of-sight in the survey. The top and middle
rows show the results for a stellar mass-matched sample (δ log(M?) = 0.05) while the bottom row shows the effect of Lbol-matching
(δ log(Lbol) = 0.5). The species whose covering fraction is calculated is shown in the bottom right of each panel. Decreasing Nlos produces
a poorer estimate of the true covering fraction which is an effect of limited sampling. Consequently, an impractically large number of
lines-of-sight is needed to confidently reproduce the underlying CGM properties. The open grey triangles represent a sample which has
been matched with δ log(M?) = 0.25 (top and middle rows), or δ log(Lbol) = 1.5 (bottom row). The matching criteria has a negligible effect
on the probability of estimating the true covering fraction which may suggest that the diversity within a single CGM overshadows the
diversity within a controlled sample for the Auriga galaxies studied in this work.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The CGM is a major gas and metal reservoir that plays
a key role in galaxy evolution. Whilst the CGM is ubiqui-
tous, its detailed properties are complex and dependent on
a plethora of galactic and environmental properties. We use
28 simulated galaxies from the Auriga project, a suite of
magneto-hydrodynamical cosmological zoom-in simulations
(Grand et al. 2017). The galaxies are chosen to exhibit no
signs of current or recent interactions with a narrow range
of halo mass. We examine the diversity within the galaxy
sample and individual CGMs, and we investigate correla-
tions with well-understood galaxy properties (e.g. stellar
mass, disc fraction, AGN activity, merger history). We have
demonstrated that:
(i) The CGM of individual haloes shows remarkable di-
versity in the distribution of column densities for hydrogen,
metals, and their associated ionic species studied in this
work. The column density distributions (even within a sin-
gle halo) span 4 − 5 decades for the ionic species (H i, Si ii,
C iv, and Ovi), and 2 − 3 decades for their parent species.
Although the Auriga haloes studied in this work were cho-
sen to occupy a narrow range in halo mass, and have rel-
atively quiet merger histories, they show stark diversity in
their CGM properties, covering fractions (a decade in cover-
ing fraction), and line-of-sight column density distributions
(several decades in column density) for commonly observed
ions and their parent species. This is indicative of the sensi-
tivity of the CGM to galaxy evolution.
(ii) Ionic species (e.g. H i, Si ii, C iv, and Ovi) do not obey
the same scaling relations as the total O, C, Si, and H (see
Figures 8 and 11) due to the effects of ionization. Therefore,
when interpreting observations it is important to properly
account for ionization effects.
(iii) The CGM gas and metal content (i.e. covering frac-
tions) show a tight correlation with the host galaxy’s stellar
mass. As galaxies grow, the metals produced in the ISM are
transported to the CGM via stellar or AGN winds, therefore
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increasing the CGM’s metal content. Conversely, the CGM
ionization is independent of the galaxy’s stellar mass as the
gas ionization is sensitive to the density and temperature
distributions as well as the ionization field.
(iv) While the CGM gas and metal content is independent
of current AGN activity (i.e. Lbol), the CGM ionization is
anticorrelated with Lbol. The AGN’s ionization field provides
a major source of ionization in the CGM.
(v) In addition to being a major driver of the CGM’s ion-
ization, the AGN can have a noticeable effect on the CGM’s
gas and metal content. AGN-driven winds transport metals
from the ISM to the CGM, while AGN feedback can sup-
press accretion onto the galactic disc, thus increasing the
CGM’s gas (hydrogen) content.
(vi) The CGM gas and metal content is independent
(with large scatter) of the recent (10 − 500 Myr averaged)
specific star formation rate.
(vii) The CGM ionization shows a positive correlation
with the galaxy’s disc fractions. Outflows originating in disc-
dominated galaxies can travel unperturbed into the CGM,
thus maintaining its filamentary and dense structure that
allows the existence of low ionization species. Nonetheless,
the covering fraction of Ovi is independent of disc fraction
as it traces the hot diffuse medium.
(viii) No correlation is present between the CGM prop-
erties and the long-term galaxy merger history (i.e. ex-situ
stellar mass fraction) which indicates that mergers during
the early stages of galaxy evolution are not a dominant
sculptor of the z = 0 CGM in the absence of recent ma-
jor mergers. We remind the reader that the Auriga galax-
ies studied in this work were selected to have quiet recent
merger histories (no mergers more major than 1 : 3 within
the past 2 Gyr).
(ix) The diversity of the Auriga CGM stresses the need for
impractically large numbers of lines-of-sight when studying
the CGM. As a result, with ∼ 40 lines-of-sight, only ∼ 50%
of mock surveys would infer a covering fraction within 5%
of the true covering fraction of a controlled galaxy sample.
This work presented a sample of z = 0 Milky Way-mass
(L?) galaxies simulated in a realistic cosmological environ-
ment, and demonstrated the stark diversity within an indi-
vidual CGM and between the CGMs of the sample. Addi-
tionally, we highlight major physical and evolutionary pro-
cesses that mould the CGM, its gas and metal content, ion-
ization, and structure. The diversity of the Auriga CGM
accentuates a fundamental challenge for observational stud-
ies.
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